
MEDELTIDSHANDSKRIFT 16; CODEX SEDINENSIS II

Lund University Library

Miscellany: Theology. Pomerania (?), 14th-15th century, Latin

The manuscript contains mostly works by Aegidius Romanus,
Bonaventure, Augustine, Hugo Argentinensis and Hugh of S. Vic-
tor.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

Support: Parchment

Extent: ff. 204

Size: 225 × 165 mm.

Decoration
The decoration in the first part, ff. 1-44, consists of gilt initials inscribed in

framed compartments in blue and pink with white decorations; penflourished three

and two line initials in alternating blue and red with pen florishes in opposite

colour. In the latter parts of the manuscripts the larger initials are intarsiated.

Detailed description
f. 1v : Gilt initial S, eight lines in height, inscribed in a framed compartment of

light pink at upper left, and blue at lower right, enhanced by thin floral decoration

in white; f. 21v : Gilt initial A, six lines in height with filling in pink and surround-

ing field in blue, decorated with thin floral decoration in white; f. 37r : Gilt initial Q,

four lines in height with filling in blue and surrounding field in pink, decorated

with thin floral decoration in white.

Part two, ff. 45-96; f. 45r : Initial Q, four lines in height, in red with filigranated

pen flourishes in brown ink and lombards with bordure decoration; on f. 81r in

lower margin a drawing in brown ink of a small tree with symmetrically arranged

leaves.

Part three, ff. 97 sqq; f. 99v : Intarsiated initial D, five lines in height with filling

of vines in red with small blue dots, and surrounded by filigranated pen flourishes

extending along the upper margin; f. 163v : Intarsiated initial C, five lines in height,

in red and blue with geometric floral filling in blue with small red dots and with fil-

igranated pen flourishes in red; f. 186v : Intarsiated initial P in red and brown with

geometrical filling in red with small blue dots and with bordure pen flourishes in

blue; f. 187r : Intarsiated initial I in red and blue with pen flourishes extending into

the upper and lower margins; f. 143r : Intarsiated initial S three lines in height in

red and blue with pen flourishes in red; f. 153r : Intarsiated initial A, three lines in

height in blue an d brown with pen flourishes in red; f. 177r : Intarsiated initial F

in blue and brown. Numerous pen florished two and three line initials in red and

blue, occasionally also with yellow. On f. 112r, 134v, 143v, 154v 162r, 167v and

172r the initial fillings are inhabited by human faces in quarter profile.

Style: Although the pen flourished initials in the first and last parts ressemble

each other, they are clearly executed by different artists, but most probably active

in the same workshop.

Binding
Blind-tooled natural coloured pigskin binding, fastenings and furnishings con-

temporary with the manuscript. Rebinding Sweden 20th century. Size: 235 x 180

x 65.

Natural coloured pigskin binding over square edged wooden boards. One metal

hook-clasp fastening at fore-edge. Five round metal bosses at lower cover and one

metal boss at the centre of the upper cover, metal guards in all corners. Fasten-

ings and furnishings likely from former binding, nails, rivets, hook and strap new.

Rounded spine. Tight back with three raised double bands. Blind-tooled library

code at the tail of the back. Embroidered endbands of white linen. Edges

trimmed. Former parchment endleaves restored and preserved as separate
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pastedowns. All along sewing on three double cords laced through the boards.

The covers are blind-tooled with an outer frame made of multiple fillets and a

repeated floral tool. The central panel is divided into ogival compartments by blind

fillets and stamped with flowers in an over-all design.

HISTORY

Origin
Pomerania (?), 14th-15th century.

Provenance
The earliest owner is the Carthusian convent in Alten-Stettin.

Acquisition
The manuscript was bought (with Medeltidshandskrift 17 and 19) in 1751 from

Johan Nelander, 1743-1782, professor of philosophy at the university of Lund (cfr.

Cons. maj. manualhandliungar June 22, 1751.
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